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HiZELS

• High-Redshift(Z) Emission Line Survey

• Selecting Star-forming galaxies: z ~0.8 to 9

• Hα at z= 0.84, 1.48, 2.23 (Geach et al. 08, Sobral et al. 09)

• NBJ: [OIII] at z=1.44, [OII] at z=2.23, Lyα at z=8.9

• ~5 sq.deg, >1000 SF galaxies in each band (+AGN)

• Campaign Program at UKIRT

UKIRT

Sobral et al. 2009b (in prep.)
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• High-Redshift(Z) Emission Line Survey

• Selecting Star-forming galaxies: z ~0.8 to 9

• Hα at z= 0.84, 1.48, 2.23 (Geach et al. 08, Sobral et al. 09)

• NBJ: [OIII] at z=1.44, [OII] at z=2.23, Lyα at z=8.9

• ~5 sq.deg, >1000 SF galaxies in each band (+AGN)

• Campaign Program at UKIRT

Deepest+widest survey combination: 10-16 erg s-1cm-2 

~ 1.5 sq. deg. over COSMOS and UKIDSS UDS

UKIRT



Why bother?
• Star-formation rate density: key for galaxy formation and evolution

• Different SFR tracers 

• Environment/clustering signal

• Key epoch: 1<z<3

• H-α: sensitive, well-calibrated

• Now WF-NIR - on large areas

et al. (2006). A parallel set of assumptions to step (2) regarding
the generation of SNe Ia lead to predictions for the SN Ia rate
density, and this is explored in some detail with tantalizing im-
plications regarding the extent of the SN Ia delay time.

In x 2 we update the SFH data compilation of Hopkins (2004)
and address some of the assumptions that affect the normalization.
We identify the best parametric fit to the most robust subset of this
data in x 3, consistent with the !e limits fromSK. In x 4we present
the results of this fitting in terms of the stellar and metal mass
density evolution and the SN II and SN Ia rate evolution. The im-
plications for the assumed IMF and SN Ia properties are discussed
further in x 5.

The 737 cosmology4 is assumed throughout, with H0 !
70 km s"1 Mpc"1, !M ! 0:3, and !" ! 0:7 (e.g., Spergel et al.
2003).

2. THE DATA

The compilation of Hopkins (2004) was taken as the starting
point for this analysis, shown in Figure 1 as gray points. These
data are reproduced from Figure 1 of Hopkins (2004) and use
their ‘‘common’’ obscuration correction where necessary. Ad-
ditional measurements are indicated in color in Figure 1. For
z P 3, these consist of FIR (24 "m) photometry from the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Pérez-González et al. 2005; Le Floc’h et al.
2005) and UVmeasurements from the SDSS (Baldry et al. 2005),
GALEX (Arnouts et al. 2005; Schiminovich 2005), and the
COMBO17 project (Wolf et al. 2003). At z ! 0:05, a new radio
(1.4 GHz) measurement is shown (Mauch 2005), which is highly
consistent with the FIR results, as expected from the radio-FIR
correlation (Bell 2003a). Also at low redshift (z ! 0:01) is a new
H#-derived measurement (Hanish et al. 2006). At higher red-
shifts, additional SFHmeasurements come from the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (UDF; Thompson et al. 2006) and from various pho-
tometric dropout analyses, probing rest-frame UV luminosities
(Bouwens et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Ouchi et al. 2004; Bunker
et al. 2004). The UDFmeasurements of Thompson et al. (2006)
are derived through fitting spectral energy distributions to the
UDF photometry using a variety of templates with a range of
underlying assumptions. In particular, this includes different IMF
assumptions for different templates. Although we show these
measurements in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes (having scaled
them, assuming they were uniformly estimated using a Salpeter
1955 IMF), we do not include them in subsequent analyses, as
there is no clear process for scaling these measurements to our as-
sumed IMFs in the absence of a commonoriginal IMF assumption.

2.1. SFR Calibrations

Throughout we assume the same SFR calibrations as Hopkins
(2004). Uncertainties in the calibrations for different SFR indi-
cators will correspond to uncertainties in the resulting SFH nor-
malization for that indicator. Issues regarding SFR calibrations
are detailed in Moustakas et al. (2006), Kennicutt (1998), and
Condon (1992). Perhaps the most uncertain calibrations are the
radio (1.4 GHz) and FIR indicators (although the [O ii] indicator
has a similar level of uncertainty). For FIR SFRs, Kennicutt
(1998) indicates a variation of about 30% between calibrations
in the literature. Bell (2003a) refines the 1.4 GHz calibration
of Condon (1992), following an exploration of the origins of the
radio-FIR correlation, and the implication is that the radio SFR
calibration has about the same uncertainty as the FIR, assuming

no contamination by emission from an active galactic nucleus
(AGN). More significantly, however, for individual galaxies
there can be large differences, up to an order of magnitude, in the
SFRs inferred through different indicators (e.g., Hopkins et al.
2003), although on average for large samples there is a high level
of consistency. This is reflected in the overall consistency be-
tween SFR densities, $̇#, estimated from different indicators, with
at most about a factor of 2 or 3 variation (which also includes
the uncertainty in dust obscuration corrections, where relevant).
This scatter is still notably larger than the uncertainties in in-
dividual SFR calibrations and is suggestive of the overall level
of systematic uncertainty in the individual calibrations. It is likely
that this reflects subtleties such as low-level AGN contamination
in various samples, the difficulties with aperture corrections where
necessary, dust obscuration uncertainties (discussed further be-
low), and other issues. It is for these reasons that we neglect the
details of the underlying SFR calibrations, as their small formal
uncertainties are dominated by these larger systematics. Fur-
thermore, the effect of these systematics between different SFR
indicators acts to increase the scatter in the overall SFH compi-
lation, rather than to systematically shift all measurements in
a common direction. So even the factor of 2Y3 variation here
cannot be viewed precisely as an uncertainty on the SFH nor-
malization. In this sense, the level of consistency between $̇#
measurements using dramatically different samples and SFR in-
dicators, over the whole redshift range up to z $ 6, is actually
quite encouraging.

2.2. Dust Obscuration Corrections

The issue of dust corrections is complex and has been ad-
dressed by many authors (e.g., Buat et al. 2002, 2005; Bell
2003b; Calzetti 2001). Hopkins (2004) compared assumptions4 Thanks to Sandhya Rao (Rao et al. 2006) for this terminology.

Fig. 1.—Evolution of SFR density with redshift. Data shown here have been
scaled, assuming the SalA IMF. The gray points are from the compilation of
Hopkins (2004). The hatched region is the FIR (24 "m) SFH from Le Floc’h
et al. (2005). The green triangles are FIR (24 "m) data from Pérez-González et al.
(2005). The open red star at z ! 0:05 is based on radio (1.4 GHz) data from
Mauch (2005). The filled red circle at z ! 0:01 is the H# estimate from Hanish
et al. (2006). The blue squares are UV data from Baldry et al. (2005), Wolf et al.
(2003), Arnouts et al. (2005), Bouwens et al. (2003a, 2003b, 2005a), Bunker et al.
(2004), and Ouchi et al. (2004). The blue crosses are the UDF estimates from
Thompson et al. (2006). Note that these have been scaled to the SalA IMF,
assuming they were originally estimated using a uniform Salpeter (1955) IMF.
The solid lines are the best-fitting parametric forms (see text for details of which
data are used in the fitting). Although the FIR SFHof Le Floc’h et al. (2005) is not
used directly in the fitting, it has been used to effectively obscuration-correct the
UV data to the values shown, which are used in the fitting. Note that the top
logarithmic scale is labeled with redshift values, not (1% z).
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• Can be used up to z~2.5

1) Broad-band 2) Narrow-band 3) Excess (BB-NB)

Scatter!
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NB selection

Photo-z selection

Spectro-z confirmation

Optimized Source
extraction (SExtractor)

~1500/1300 line emitters

Result: ~750 Hα emitters

Sample 95% reliable
96% complete
Sobral et al. 2009 (arXiv:0901.4114)
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Hα Luminosity Function

• Corrections: Extinction (1 mag), completeness, [NII] contamination, Filter biases

• COSMOS and UKIDSS UDS LFs agree quite well.

• Luminosity function evolution determined up to z~2.3

z=0.84 LF Evolution

Sobral et al. 2009a&d



Schechter function parameters: Hα LF evolution

• Clear evolution in the Hα LF:

• L* rising at least up to z~2.3

• Φ* rising up to z~1 and falling after

• Faint-end slope? (bias,cosmic variance?)
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tion criteria with z-COSMOS DR2. As expected, the number of po-
tential interlopers declines rapidly with an increasing colour signif-
icance threshold, but so does the sample size. The sample with the
largest number of real emitters whilst returning a low ratio between
potential interlopers and real emitters is obtained using ! ! 2.5
and an equivalent width cut of ! 50Å, therefore indicating that the
selection criteria used are producing reliable results.

Table 2 compares the spectroscopic selection of line emitters
with the selection from the photometric redshift catalogue. It can be
seen that 88 of the 93 H! emitters are correctly identified (! 95%
completeness). On the other hand, 2 non-H! emitters (with fluxes
which do not deviate significantly from the median) were found in
the photometric redshift selected sample (implying a ! 98% reli-
ability), with one of those being a [SII] 6731 emitter. Because this
line is very close to H! it is very difficult to completely distinguish
these emitters with photometric redshifts alone. However, as seen
by the sample which has been presented, the total contamination by
these will be very small (< 2%). The spectroscopic data were used
to improve the H! catalogue, removing the 2 non-H! emitters and
including those 5 which had not been selected by the photomet-
ric redshifts. These few sources present mean and median fluxes
slightly higher than the rest of the sample, suggesting that some
bright H! emitters could be lost by a photometric redshift selec-
tion, due to the emission line contribution to the broad-band fluxes.
However, as the brighter H! emitters are likely to contain strong
emission lines in the visible ([OII] 3727, H" and [OIII] 5007), these
targets should have a very high completeness in z-COSMOS, so
this can be interpreted as an upper limit. As these emitters are in-
troduced into the sample, no further specific correction was applied.

While 93 H! emitters are confirmed using z-COSMOS, there
are 72 z-COSMOS galaxies with a spectroscopic redshift which
should place the H! line in the NBJ filter. The failure to se-
lect these as narrow-band excess sources means that they have a
weak or absent H! emission line. These present a mean colour
(J"NBJ) = 0.1 corresponding to a mean measured H! flux
lower than the survey limit (3 # 10!17 erg s!1 cm!2 and a mean
EW of 20Å). The brightest source has J = 19 mag. These are
likely to be very faint emitters for which a completeness correc-
tion is applied later (see §4.1.2). The [OII] 3727 line fluxes from
z-COSMOS galaxies confirms this: where they are detected they
yield similar line fluxes to the ones that would be estimated for
H!. On the other hand, some of these sources have a negative
(J"NBJ) colour. By applying similar selection criteria used for
emitters, it seems that at least 2 H! absorbers would be selected.

3.6 Narrowband-K and H matches

By design, the custom-built narrow-band filters make it possible
to look for line detections in multiple bands to refine redshift esti-
mates. Currently, data are available in H2S1 for COSMOS (Geach
et al. 2008) and NBH and H2S1 for UDS (Sobral et al., Geach et
al., in prep.)

For COSMOS, it was possible to match 3 sources between
excess sources catalogs (J and K), confirming a z = 2.23 redshift
for those emitters. This shows that the line being detected in NBJ

is [OII] 3727.
For UDS, 18 sources were matched between the NBH and

NBJ . These have photometric redshifts consistent with either be-
ing H! emitters at z ! 1.5 or H! emitters at z = 2.23, thus
meaning that the line detected in the J band is H" or [OII] 3727
(respectively) for these emitters. At least 2 of these are also selected
as emitters in the NBK filter, which confirms z = 2.23 for them.

In addition, there are another 6 matches between the K and the J
narrow-band filters, indicating that those sources are at z = 2.23
as well. Four of these 24 matched sources were found in the pho-
tometric redshift-derived H! catalog and were thus removed as the
evidence points towards these being at higher redshift.

4 RESULTS

A total of 743 candidate z = 0.84 H! emitters are detected
over 1.30 deg2 down to an average observed line flux limit of
8 # 10!17 erg s!1 cm!2. This sample will now be used to eval-
uate the H! luminosity function and estimate the star formation
rate density at z = 0.84. The morphological mix of these H! emit-
ters in the COSMOS field will then be investigated, together with
their evolution as a function of luminosity and redshift, and their
contribution to the total luminosity function and star formation rate
density.

4.1 H! luminosity function at z = 0.84

In order to calculate the luminosity function of H! emitters, line
fluxes are converted to luminosities by applying:

LH! = 4#D2
LFH! (6)

where DL is the luminosity distance, 5367 Mpc at z = 0.84.
The estimate of the source density in a luminosity bin of width

"(log L) centered on log Lc is given by the sum of the inverse
volumes of all the sources in that bin. Therefore, the value of the
source density in that bin is

$(log(Lc)) =
1

"(log L)

!

| log Li
Lc

|< !(log L)
2

1
"(Vfilter)

. (7)

Here, i refers to sources and c to the center of each bin. The vol-
ume probed is calculated taking into account the survey area and
the narrow-band filter width (initially assumed to be a top-hat func-
tion across 1.2037–1.2185µm; see §4.1.4 for a refined approach),
resulting in a co-moving volume of 7.4 # 104 Mpc3 (UDS) and
1.04 # 105 Mpc3 (COSMOS). As detailed before, this takes into
account the removed area due to the presence of bright stars and
consequent artifacts, along with noisy areas.

The luminosity functions presented here are fitted with a
Schechter function defined by the three parameters: !, $" and L":

$(L)dL = $"(L/L")! exp("L/L")d(L/L"). (8)

4.1.1 [NII] flux contamination correction

When computing line fluxes and equivalent widths for the H! line,
one must note that the adjacent [NII] lines at 6548 and 6583Å will
also contribute to both quantities, increasing them both. In order
to account for this, the relation between the flux ratio F[NII]/FH!

and the total measured equivalent width EW(H!+[NII]) derived by
Villar et al. (2008) is used. This shows that the fractional [NII] flux
contribution decreases with increasing EW. The relation between
y = log( F[NII]/ FH!) and x = log( EW(H! + [NII])) can be
approximated by y = "5.78+7.63x"3.37x2+0.42x3 for EW >
50Å. This results in a correction lower than the conservative 33%
used by some authors (e.g. Geach et al. 2008), with the median
being 25% for this sample with EW > 50Å.

c! 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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The Evolution of the Star-formation Rate Density

All tracersOnly Hα

•ρSFR41.5= 0.15±0.01 Moyr-1Mpc-3 / ρSFRtotal= 0.37±18 Moyr-1Mpc-3

• Steady rise up to z~1; flattening afterwards

• Strong evolution determined with one single SFR indicator

• Faint-end slope crucial for total integration

• 15% AGN correction

Sobral et al. 2009aSobral et al. 2009d



Disks         83%
Irregulars  15%
Ellipicals     2%

Non-mergers 70%
Mergers         30%

with:
ZEST class

+
Visual

Scarlata et al. 2007

z=0.84 Hα emitters - HST+SUBARU(Brz)



Morphology-Hα

• Disks/non-mergers completely dominate at L<L*

• Clear Population “shift”~L*: Irr/mergers dominant (reaching 100%)

• Irr/mergers dominate high SFRs but account for ~20% total ρSFR

• Disks/non-mergers drive the strong decrease in ρSFR at z<1

Sobral et al. 2009a



UDSHα emitters z=0.84

Sobral et al. 2009c (in prep.)



COSMOS Hα emitters z=0.84

Sobral et al. 2009c (in prep.)



Clustering Properties
• Visually clustered & related to underlying population

• 2-point angular correlation function ω(θ)

• 2 fields agreeing well (but UDS slightly higher)

• ω(θ)=(13.4±4.3) θ 0.8±0.1

• COSMOS: r0=3.2±0.4 Mpc/h

• UDS: r0=4.2±0.7 Mpc/h

Sobral et al. 2009c (in prep.)

Landy & Szalay (1993)



Clustering Evolution
• Real-space length (r0)= 3.5±0.4 Mpc/h

• Clustering strength depends on SFR/ luminosity

• r0 higher for the more luminous emitters and for Irregulars

Sobral et al. 2009c (in prep.)
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Samples presenting 
low SFRs

Samples presenting 
high SFRs
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Thank you.

Conclusions
• Deepest+wider survey ~750 SFG at z=0.84

• L* rises up to z~2, Φ* rises up to z~1 and falls

•ρSFR  measured with one SFR tracer z<2.3

• Mostly disks (80%) and non-mergers (70%)

• But... Irregulars/Mergers dominant at L>L* 

• Mergers ~20% of total ρSFR at z=0.84

• Disks responsible for decline in ρSFR

• Significantly clustered; L dependence


